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(October 28, 1997)

Abstract

The reaction e+e� ! �+�� has been measured at
p
s = 57:77 GeV, based on

289:6� 2:6 pb�1 data collected with the VENUS detector at TRISTAN. The

production cross section is measured in bins of the production angle within

an angular acceptance of j cos �j � 0:75, according to a model-independent

de�nition. The result is consistent with the prediction of the standard elec-

troweak theory. Although a trend in measurements at lower energies that

the total cross section tends to be smaller than the prediction remains, the

discrepancy is not signi�cant. The model-independent result is converted to

the di�erential cross section in the e�ective-Born scheme by unfolding photon-

radiation e�ects. This result can be extrapolated to quantities for the full solid

angle as �EBTOT = 30:05 � 0:59 pb and AEB
FB = �0:350 � 0:017, by imposing

an ordinary assumption on the production-angle dependence. The converted

results are used to set constraints on extensions of the standard theory. S-

matrix parametrization, and possible contributions from contact interactions

and heavy neutral-scalar exchanges are examined.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The muon pair production in electron-positron annihilation,

e+e� ! �+��; (1)

is one of the simplest reactions of the neutral current. This reaction is simpler than Bhabha
scattering, because of the absence of t-channel interactions. The simple �nal state provides
less ambiguous information on the production process, compared to analogous quark-pair
productions. These are the reasons why the electroweak e�ect in e+e� annihilation was �rst
observed in this reaction [1]. Since then, reaction (1) has been extensively studied by many
experiments at high-energy e+e� colliders [2{7], and has played an important role in studies
of the neutral-current properties.

The standard electroweak theory [8] has been very successful in all �elds of the elementary
particle physics. Within the framework of this theory, reaction (1) is described with s-channel
exchanges of the photon and the Z0 boson. The validity of this picture has been precisely
tested by experiments at the LEP and SLC colliders on the Z0 resonance,

p
s � 90 GeV [6],

as well as those at the PEP and PETRA colliders below the resonance,
p
s = 12� 46 GeV

[2,3]. The Z0 exchange dominates the reaction in the former, while the photon exchange is
dominant in the latter. Recently, measurements above the Z0 resonance are also becoming
available [7]. No signi�cant deviation from the standard theory has been reported from these
experiments.

However, by looking at the results closely, we can �nd a systematic de�cit of a few
percent with respect to the standard theory, in the measured total cross section near the
maximum energy of the PETRA experiments,

p
s = 35 � 46 GeV [9,10]. Whereas, the

forward-backward (FB) asymmetry, another important measure used to characterize this
reaction, is in good agreement with the standard theory. This trend remained in early
results from experiments at the TRISTAN collider,

p
s = 50 � 64 GeV [4,5], although the

precision was limited due to poor statistics.
The de�cit in the total cross section can be explained by the existence of a new heavy

neutral boson having a substantial vector coupling to leptons [10]. The exchange of such
a boson results in a destructive interference with the photon exchange, thus suppressing
the cross section. On the other hand, the FB asymmetry is not a�ected if the axial-vector
coupling is small. The e�ects may be invisible in the Z0 resonance region if the mixing with
Z0 is small. Such a boson is, of course, out of the scope of the standard theory. Therefore,
if the de�cit is proved to be real, it will be strong evidence for new physics beyond the
standard theory.

Experiments at the TRISTAN collider of KEK have accumulated high-statistics e+e�-
collision data at a center-of-mass energy (

p
s) of 57.77 GeV, during runs from 1991 until the

end of the experiments in May, 1995. These data are expected to be suitable for exploring
this problem.

In this paper we present results from a measurement of reaction (1), using data ac-
cumulated with the VENUS detector at TRISTAN. The data used for the measurement
correspond to an integrated luminosity of 290 pb�1. These data provide us with about 4500
muon-pair events within an angular acceptance of j cos �j � 0:75.
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The layout of this paper is as follows: The relevant features of the VENUS detector and
the event trigger are described in Section II. The determination of the integrated luminosity is
also described there. The determination is based on the measurement of Bhabha scattering,
described in our previous report [11]. The main subject in this section is to evaluate the
error in the theoretical estimation of the corresponding cross section. Possible contributions
from unexpected new interactions are taken into consideration.

The event selection is described in Section III. Corrections for the detection ine�ciency
and the background contamination are described in Section IV, emphasizing careful estima-
tions of associated systematic errors. The corrections are estimated in bins of the production
angle. The error correlation between the bins is treated in the form of an error (covariance)
matrix. The corrections are applied to the measured number of events to obtain a model-
independent cross section. In our energy region, the model dependence mainly concerns the
radiative correction relevant to photon radiations [11]. The primary measurement result is
presented in a form which includes the photon-radiation e�ects; namely, it is given for the
reaction

e+e� ! �+�� + n (n = 0; 1; :::;1) (2)

with appropriate constraints on the muon pair in the �nal state.
Section V is dedicated to discussions on the underlying physics. The model-independent

result is compared with theoretical predictions based on the standard theory, including the
radiative correction. An explicit de�nition of the signal events allows us to make comparisons
without any ambiguity. Comparisons are also carried out with theories including certain
extensions from the standard theory, in order to examine the sensitivity to new phenomena.
These comparisons are made after correcting the primary result for the e�ects of the photon
radiation. This correction makes it easier to discuss underlying short-range interactions,
though the result may su�er from a certain model-dependence. Finally, the conclusions are
summarized in Section VI.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. The VENUS detector

The VENUS detector was a general-purpose magnetic spectrometer, equipped with a thin
superconducting solenoid [12] producing a 0.75-Tesla axial magnetic �eld. It was placed at
one of the four interaction points of the TRISTAN e+e� collider [13] of KEK. The detector
was operated since the commissioning of TRISTAN in November, 1986, until the end of the
experiment in May, 1995. There was an upgrade of both the detector and the accelerator in
1990. The present measurement is based on data accumulated after the upgrade.

A quadrant cross section of the upgraded VENUS detector is shown in Fig. 1. The
vacuum pipe of the TRISTAN main ring penetrated the detector along its center axis.
Bunched electron and positron beams, circulated in opposite directions through the pipe,
provided collisions near the center of the detector. The spread of the interaction point
was 1.0 cm along the beam direction in rms, with a transverse spread of about 300 �m
horizontally and 20 �m vertically. The average o�set of the interaction point was 5 mm
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from the detector center along the beam direction and 0.3 mm in the transverse plane. The
drift of the average position was within �1 mm in both directions throughout the relevant
period. Since an overview of the VENUS detector can be found in our previous report [11],
only those features relevant to the present measurement are described in the following.

The central drift chamber (CDC) [14] was the main component for tracking of charged
particles. It was a conventional cylindrical multi-wire drift chamber, having a length of
about 3 m and a radius of 1.25 m. A total of 29 cylindrical sampling layers, 20 axial
layers plus 9 stereo layers, were instrumented. Tracks in a central region, j cos �j � 0:75,
were sampled in all layers, where � is the polar angle measured from the beam direction.
The momentum resolution was �p=p = 0:008pt(GeV=c) for high-momentum (pt >� 5GeV=c)
particles in the central region, where pt = p sin �. The polar-angle resolution was measured
to be �cot � = 0:008 � 0:001 [11]. The track-extrapolation error at the interaction point was
7 mm along the beam direction and 0.5 mm in the projection onto the transverse plane, for
high-momentum particles. The detection e�ciency was better than 99.5% per sampling on
the average, including the ine�ciency due to dead channels.

The ight time of charged particles was measured with time-of-ight (TOF) counters
[15]. The TOF system consisted of 96 plastic scintillator rods, arranged in a cylindrical
layer at 1.6 m from the beam line. The rods had a cross section of 10.8 cm in width and
4.2 cm in thickness. The gaps between the rods were 3 mm on the average. They had a
full length of 4.66 m, covering a polar angle region of j cos �j � 0:81. The scintillator rods
were viewed from both ends by photomultipliers placed outside of the iron yoke, through
1.45 m-long acrylic light guides. Both the timing and the amplitude of the signals were
measured. The ight time was reconstructed from the meantime between the two signals
from each rod, and corrected for the time walk using the signal amplitude. A time resolution
of 200 psec has been achieved for isolated high-momentum particles.

The energy of electrons and photons at large angles, j cos �j � 0:80, was measured with
a cylindrical array of lead-glass (LG) counters [16]. The energy resolution was measured to
be 7% for 1.5-GeV electrons from the two-photon process, and 3.8% for 30-GeV electrons
from Bhabha scattering.

Eight layers of muon chambers [17] were placed outside of the iron return yoke. In the
present measurement, muon-pair events are identi�ed using the event topology, with an
energy measurement by the LG counters as a veto. The muon chambers are used for a cross
check, because their angular coverage was rather limited.

The data acquisition was triggered by using information on charged-particle tracks in
CDC and the TOF counters, together with analog-sum signals from calorimeters. The CDC
tracks were reconstructed by a track-�nder (TF) circuit [18], and the association of TOF
hits was examined by additional trigger-generation circuits. The LG array was subdivided
into 58 segments, 8 or 10 segments in the azimuth and 7 segments along the beam direction,
providing segment-sum signals as well as a total-sum signal.

Trigger conditions relevant to the detection of muon-pair events were as follows:
(i) A pair of coplanar (�acop � 10�) CDC tracks were reconstructed by TF, with appro-

priate association of TOF hits, where �acop is the supplement of the opening angle in the
projection onto the plane perpendicular to the beam direction.

(ii) A pair of coplanar (�acop � 30�) CDC tracks were reconstructed by TF, with an
appropriate association of TOF hits.
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(iii) Two or more tracks were recognized by TF, and the pulse height of at least one LG
segment-sum signal exceeded a threshold, approximately corresponding to 0.7 GeV.

Note that condition (i) was totally contained in condition (ii). Both were retained for
a cross check, because the trigger-generation circuits were independent of each other. The
main part of muon-pair events was triggered by conditions (i) and (ii). Those events triggered
by condition (iii) provided us with information concerning the e�ciency of conditions (i) and
(ii).

When data acquisition was triggered, digitized data were collected by a FASTBUS pro-
cessor module, prior to transfer to an online computer. Utilizing the data-collection time, a
software selection was applied to those events which were triggered by condition (ii) alone
[19]. A tighter association between CDC tracks and TOF hits was required, in order to
reduce the events from beam-beam pipe interactions.

B. Luminosity

The integrated luminosity was determined from a measurement of Bhabha scattering at
small angles, 14:53� � � � 34:71�. The experimental procedure is described in detail in our
previous report [11], where the experimental precision of 0.7% has been established. The
number of events corresponding to the data used for the present measurement is (1032:6�
7:3)� 103. Since the luminosity can be given by the ratio of the observed number of events
to the cross section of the reaction, what we are left with is to make a reliable theoretical
estimation of the cross section. The estimation is described below, emphasizing detailed
studies concerning its error.

We used the program alibaba [20] for estimating the cross section. This program
includes the exact �rst-order photon-radiation correction and a dominant part (leading-
log part) of the second-order corrections, as well as internal electroweak loop corrections.
Further higher orders of the photon-radiation correction are partly included by an exponen-
tiation technique.

We de�ned the signal to be those events in which both e+ and e� scattered to a forward
region (14:53� � � � 34:71�), both had large energies (E � Ebeam=3), and the acollinearity
angle between them was smaller than 4� [11]. alibaba estimates the cross section for these
events to be 3.565 nb, with the input physical parameters, the masses of the Z0 boson, the
top quark and the Higgs boson, chosen to be 91.19, 174 and 300 GeV/c2, respectively.

The precision of alibaba can be evaluated separately for the e�ective-Born (EB) cross
section and the photon-radiation corrections. The technical error in the calculation of the
EB cross section, due to possible errors and/or inaccuracy in the program coding, was
examined by comparing the result with another calculation independently developed [21].
The di�erence between them was found to be smaller than 0.1%. The variation due to
uncertainties in the input physical parameters, the heavy particle masses, is also negligible.

The largest ambiguity in the EB calculation is in the estimation of the vacuum polariza-
tion (self-energy) correction to the photon propagator. While the corrections due to lepton
loops are rather trivial, certain ambiguities are present in the hadronic contribution. The
hadronic correction is implemented in alibaba by using the formula by Burkhardt et al.
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[22]. The error estimated by Burkhardt et al., about 4% of the correction, leads to an
uncertainty in the cross section of 0.15%.

The photon-radiation corrections are dominated by �rst-order ones. The calculation in
alibaba can be limited to this order. The exponentiation can also be switched o�. The
calculation of this setup can be compared with ordinary �rst-order calculations, providing
a good test of the technical precision of the correction. We made a comparison with a
program by Tobimatsu and Shimizu (TS program) [23]. The technical precision of the TS
program is established to be better than 0.1%, from a comparison with another program,
babamc [24]. The comparison between alibaba and the TS program was made only for
the photon-radiation correction by separating it from other corrections, in order to avoid
the inuence of a di�erence in internal loop corrections. We found that the di�erence in the
photon-radiation correction is not larger than 0.3% at any scattering angles which we are
concerned with.

alibaba estimates the �rst-order photon-radiation correction to be �13:5% for our ex-
perimental condition, and the second-order (�2) leading-log (LL) correction to be +1:0%.
The �rst-order correction can be subdivided into a LL correction of �13:9% and a non-log
correction of +0:4%. From these results, assuming a good perturvative behavior in the
corrections, we can estimate that the sum of the leading terms among corrections missing
in alibaba, the �3-LL correction and the �2 next-to-leading correction, would be about
0:1% in absolute value. The contribution of further higher orders must be smaller. From
these discussions, we assign an error of 0.2% as the uncertainty due to missing higher-order
corrections.

The precision of the �2 correction was examined by comparing the result with that
from another program, bhlum2, in the program package bhlumi 2.01 [25]. bhlum2 is
a Monte-Carlo event generator including multi-photon radiation e�ects. The authors of
bhlum2 claim that this program is applicable only to small-angle scattering (� < 10�). This
restriction comes from the absence of corrections to s-channel diagrams and the ignorance of
the up-down interference. However, with the help of other programs in the bhlumi package,
we con�rmed that the inaccuracy due to these approximations is small and can be ignored
in the present study.

The comparison was repeated by varying the conditions (the angle cuts, the energy cut
as well as the c.m. energy), in order to check the stability of the calculations. Figure 2 shows
one of the results, where the di�erence between the cross-section predictions from the two
programs is plotted as a function of the lower angle-cut. We found a systematic di�erence
at the level of 0.2% around the cut for the measurement. The observed di�erence may be
caused by errors in the e�ective-Born cross section and the �rst-order corrections that we
have already taken into consideration, as well as those in the �2 correction. It may also be
inuenced by a di�erence in the treatment of higher-order corrections. Consequently, we
assign an error of 0.3% to the �2 correction. This must be safe enough because the sum
of the errors becomes more than twice the observed systematic di�erence between alibaba

and bhlum2.
It has been pointed out by Ca�o et al. [26] that the behavior of the �2-LL correction to

the s-t interference part cannot be determined a priori based on the assumptions used for
the s-channel and t-channel parts. They concluded that this uncertainty leads to an error
of up to 1% at large angles around the Z0 pole. This estimate is based on the fact that the
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interference contribution becomes very large just above the Z0 peak, nearly �100% at large
angles. For our experimental condition, the interference contribution is only �2:5% at the
tree level. The uncertainty that Ca�o et al. pointed out leads to an error of 0.04%. This is
negligible in the present study.

The calculation of alibaba is performed within the framework of the standard elec-
troweak theory. The estimation may become invalid if there are unexpected interactions.
The uncertainty due to such unknown e�ects is hard to evaluate, and has not been taken
into consideration in previous experiments.

In our previous report [11], we examined possible contributions of hypothetical contact
interactions [27], using the measured angular distribution of Bhabha-scattering events. The
contact interaction can be an e�ective theory of a wide variety of new interactions, such
as compositeness and heavy-particle exchanges. Hence, the obtained limit must be a good
estimate for the contribution from unknown phenomena. In Ref. [11] we have established
constraints not only for typical combinations of the helicity couplings, which have been
assumed by other experiments, but also for arbitrary combinations of them. The result for
the latter is suitable for the present study, since new interactions do not necessarily have
typical couplings.

The contribution of the contact interaction was examined for 10000 random combinations
of the couplings. The coupling strength was set to the maximum value allowed within one
standard deviation of the measurement. As a result, we found that the contribution never
exceeds 0.25%. We adopt this value for the error due to unknown phenomena. It must
be worth mentioning that the allowed contribution is 2.5% at maximum in the large-angle
region, j cos �j � 0:743. This is the reason why we do not use the large-angle measurement
for the determination of the luminosity.

Adding all the errors in quadrature, the theoretical error of the calculation by alibaba is
estimated to be 0.55% for our condition. Together with the experimental error of 0.7%, the
total systematic error is evaluated to be 0.9%, yielding the integrated luminosity relevant to
the present measurement to be 289:6� 2:6 pb�1.

III. EVENT SELECTION

A. Preselection

Muon-pair events were selected from a preselection sample, which mainly consisted of
events with low charged-particle multiplicity. The preselection was based on CDC informa-
tion alone. The applied criteria were as follows:

(P1) The number of tracks reconstructed in CDC was between 2 and 20.
(P2) Among these tracks, at least two tracks satis�ed the conditions that Naxial � 10,

Nstereo � 4, jRminj � 2:0 cm, jZminj � 15:0 cm and pt � 0:2 GeV=c, where Naxial and Nstereo

are the numbers of axial-cell and stereo-cell hits composing the track, respectively. Rmin is
the closest approach to the CDC center axis (z axis), and Zmin is the z coordinate there.

(P3) Among the tracks selected in (P2), at least one track satis�ed the condition Q=p �
0:5 (GeV=c)�1, where Q is the electric charge of the track (= �1).
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Condition (P1) sets an upper limit on the multiplicity. Condition (P3) requires the
existence of at least one negative-charge or high-momentum (pt � 2 GeV=c) track. This
requirement e�ciently reduced the contamination from beam-beam pipe interactions.

In this preselection we applied a truncated version of the track-reconstruction program
in order to save CPU time. The truncation was mainly in the iteration of hit searches,
and caused a non-negligible ine�ciency in the muon-pair sample, although the selection
criteria were looser than the �nal muon-pair selection. The e�ect was carefully studied in
the estimation of the e�ciency.

B. Selection of muon-pair events

After the standard track reconstruction was applied, events in the preselection sample
were passed through the �nal selection to obtain candidates of muon-pair events. The
selection criteria were as follows:

(1) The events comprised 2 and only 2 CDC tracks (Ntrack = 2). Here, we counted
those tracks which satis�ed the conditions that Naxial � 10, Nstereo � 4, jRminj � 1:0 cm,
jZminj � 10 cm, pt � 0:2 GeV=c and j cos �j � 0:8.

(2) Both tracks were in the central region, j cos �j � 0:75, and had momenta higher than
one half of the beam energy (p � Ebeam=2). Furthermore, they had electric charges opposite
to each other.

(3) The acollinearity angle between the two tracks, the supplement of the opening angle,
was not larger than 10� (�acol � 10�).

(4) The di�erence in the TOF time between the two tracks was smaller than 5 nsec
(j�tTOFj � 5 nsec).

(5) The total energy in LG was smaller than 5 GeV (ELG � 5 GeV).
We applied relatively tight requirements on the track information, conditions (1) and

(2), while the requirement on the calorimeter energy, condition (5), was rather loose. This
choice made the selection insensitive to ambiguous low-energy photon emission. Cosmic-ray
events were e�ectively rejected by condition (4), as shown in Fig. 3. Condition (5) rejected
Bhabha-scattering events. It should be noted that no constraint was set on charged-particle
tracks and calorimeter energies at small angles, j cos �j > 0:8.

A total of 4484 events were selected under these criteria. The obtained sample was
subdivided into six bins, according to the cosine of the production angle (�) de�ned by the
angle between the negative-charge track (��) and the incoming electron (e�) beam. The
contents in the bins are listed in Table I.

IV. CORRECTIONS

A. De�nition of the signal

We have to give an explicit de�nition of the signal events, in order to make the exper-
imental result comparable with theoretical predictions. In the present measurement, we
de�ne the signal to be those events from reaction (2), in which both muons are produced at
large angles (j cos �j � 0:75) with high momenta (p � Ebeam=2), and satisfy the collinearity
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condition, �acol � 10�. The constraints are de�ned only for the muon pair, while no explicit
requirement is imposed to the photon radiation.

The background contamination and the detection e�ciency were estimated according to
this de�nition. These corrections were estimated independently in the angular bins as far as
possible. Independent estimations were, however, impossible in some cases. In such cases,
estimated errors have certain correlations between the bins. These correlations were treated
in the form of an error (covariance) matrix [11].

B. Background contamination

The background is expected to be dominated by the contamination of tau-pair events
from the e+e� ! �+�� reaction, and muon-pair events from the e+e� ! e+e��+�� reaction.
The contributions of these reactions were estimated by means of Monte-Carlo simulations.

The tau-pair events were generated using a program including the �rst-order radiative
correction [28]. The generated events were passed through a full detector simulator, after
the tau leptons were forced to decay through jetset 7.3 [29]. Applying the event selection
to these events, we found the contamination to be 29:5 � 2:5 events, corresponding to
(0:66 � 0:06)% of the muon-pair candidates. The error originates from the statistics of the
simulation. We assigned an additional overall error, 10% of the estimated contamination,
in order to take account of the uncertainties in the decay branching ratios and the detector
simulation. The e�ect of the tau polarization was evaluated by using another event generator
[30]. We found that the e�ect is smaller than 1% of the estimated contamination, even if
the polarization allowed by our measurement [31] is taken into consideration.

The contamination from the e+e��+�� events was estimated by using an event generator
based on the lowest-order QED calculation [32], to be 14:1�1:3 events. The simulation shows
that the contribution of the conversion diagrams is dominant, where the initial-state e+e�

pair annihilates to two virtual photons, and they convert to an e+e� pair and a �+�� pair.
Since a large invariant mass is required for the muon pair in the event selection e�ectively,
the electroweak (Z0 exchange) e�ect ignored in the simulation may be appreciable. The
e�ect would show up as a forward-backward (FB) asymmetry of the contamination. The
angular distribution of the contamination was estimated by taking this into consideration.

We took the average between the simulation result, which is FB symmetric by de�nition,
and a distribution rearranged to give the same FB asymmetry as the muon-pair candidates.
The di�erence between the average and the simulation was taken to be an error. This error is
fully correlated between the angular bins, and contributes to the error in the angular distri-
bution only. In addition, an overall error, 10% of the estimated contamination, was assigned
in order to take account of the e�ect of radiative corrections ignored in the simulation.

The contamination of cosmic-ray events was estimated from the distribution of the event
vertex along the beam direction (zevt). The event vertex was determined from the average of
the z intercepts (Zmin) of the twomuon tracks. The distribution for the muon-pair candidates
is plotted in Fig. 4, and compared with that for cosmic-ray events identi�ed from the TOF
di�erence. The candidates are concentrated in a narrow region, while the cosmic-ray events
show a at distribution.

The contamination was estimated from the events (6 events) outside of the region, �4 �
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zevt � 5 cm. These events, except for one event, were con�rmed to be cosmic-ray events; the
event vertices in the x-y projection are simultaneously distant from the average interaction
point. They would have been selected due to accidental coincidences with X-ray or other
cosmic-ray hits in the TOF counters. One event was likely to be a muon-pair event, with
one track having bad quality in the z reconstruction. By extrapolating the �ve identi�ed
events, the total contamination of cosmic-ray events was estimated to be 10:2� 2:3 events.

Bhabha scattering events can contaminate the muon-pair sample only if both electrons
hit dead LG counters, because there was no gap in the LG array. This contamination was
very small because dead counters distributed sparsely and any pair of them was not in
back-to-back positions. The contamination was numerically estimated by counting the LG-
counter hits. The number of counters, having energies more than 50 MeV, was counted in a
3�3 array around the extrapolation of CDC tracks. Among the two numbers corresponding
to the two tracks in each event, the smaller one (N smaller

LG ) was a good measure for this study.
For Bhabha scattering events, N smaller

LG was large because of the presence of a lateral
spread of the electromagnetic shower. We found that N smaller

LG � 5 for 83% of those events
which satisfy the criteria for the muon-pair selection, if the highest-energy counters in both
3 � 3 arrays are discarded. Thus, we can expect that 83% of the contaminating events are
in the region N smaller

LG � 4. On the other hand, N smaller
LG was very small for the muon-pair

candidates. It was equal to 1 for about 90% of the events, 2 for most of the others, and 3 for
only three events. There was no event in the region N smaller

LG � 4. From these results, we can
estimate that the contamination in the region N smaller

LG � 3, where the muon-pair candidates
distribute, is less than 0.6 event at the 95% con�dence level. Such a small contamination
can be ignored.

C. Detection e�ciency

1. Track reconstruction

The track-reconstruction capability was examined by using a sample of muon-pair events,
selected without depending on detailed performance of CDC and the reconstruction pro-
gram. In this study, CDC tracks were reconstructed by looking for rows of hit drift-cells
corresponding to high-momentum tracks, without using drift-time information. The track
parameters were determined from the positions of the sense wires. The small cell arrange-
ment of CDC and the low track-multiplicity of the events of interest allowed us to carry out
this analysis with su�cient performance. The event ine�ciency for two-track events was
found to be smaller than 0.1%, by applying the analysis to simulation events and Bhabha-
scattering events. The track extrapolation error was about 1 cm at the TOF counters in the
x-y projection. The reconstruction was performed in three dimensions.

The analysis was applied to about one third of all data before the preselection. We
selected those events in which two and only two tracks were reconstructed. The average
curvature of the two tracks was required to be smaller than 0.02 m�1 in the x-y projection.
This cut corresponds to a pt cut of about 10 GeV/c. The other requirements concerning
the acollinearity, the TOF di�erence and the LG energy were the same as in the standard
selection. About 1700 events remained after the selection. The momentum spectrum of the
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tracks indicates that the contamination from other processes, including cosmic rays, was less
than 10%.

We applied the standard track reconstruction to the selected events, and found that the
event ine�ciency due to the tracking failure was (0:17� 0:10)%. We found that one of the
tracks was successfully reconstructed, and that there was a clear row of CDC hits in the
direction opposite to the reconstructed track, even in the ine�cient events (3 events). These
indicate that they are not contamination, but muon-pair events. Therefore, the contribution
of the contamination in the event sample can be ignored in this estimate. We could not �nd
any apparent reason for this failure.

It should be noted that the above estimate on the tracking failure is substantially smaller
than that for Bhabha-scattering events, (0:4� 0:1)% [11]. The tracking capability for elec-
trons must have been a�ected by their interactions in the detector materials.

As has been mentioned, we adopted a truncated version of the track reconstruction in
the preselection. The ine�ciency due to the truncation was estimated using the above
event sample. By applying the standard muon-pair selection to these events, we were left
with about 1600 muon-pair events. The truncated reconstruction and the preselection were
then applied to them. As a result, we found that the ine�ciency due to the preselection
was (1:73 � 0:33)%. Adding the two estimates, the total ine�ciency relevant to the track
reconstruction is estimated to be (1:90 � 0:34)%. The estimated ine�ciency does not show
any signi�cant angular dependence.

2. Charge misidenti�cation

In the event selection, 25 events were rejected because the reconstructed two tracks had
the same sign of the electric charge; i.e., the charge was misidenti�ed for one of the tracks.
The ine�ciency due to this selection is 0:55% for the total yield without any ambiguity, since
we know the exact number. However, there is an ambiguity in the angular dependence.

Since the two tracks are nearly back-to-back, we can determine the absolute value of cos �
even for the same-charge events. The ine�ciency can therefore be determined as a function
of j cos �j. The estimated ine�ciency shows a signi�cant j cos �j dependence; it is 1.05% for
j cos �j < 0:25, 0.42% for 0:25 < j cos �j < 0:50, and 0.29% for 0:50 < j cos �j < 0:75. This is
reasonable since the misidenti�cation probability should increase as pt becomes larger.

The ine�ciency for the correction was determined by assuming a forward-backward sym-
metry. Since the events consist of nearly back-to-back two tracks, the asymmetry in the inef-
�ciency can emerge only if the misidenti�cation probability has a certain charge asymmetry
and, in addition, this charge asymmetry has an appreciable forward-backward asymmetry. It
is hard to believe that such an e�ect was signi�cant, since we did not observe any signi�cant
charge dependence in track qualities.

The error of this ine�ciency was determined conservatively, since we do not have any
direct evidence supporting the assumption. We assigned the error so that it should amount
to 100% of the estimated ine�ciency in the forward (cos � > 0) bins. This error has a full
negative correlation between the corresponding forward and backward bins, since it should
never contribute to the error in the total yield or the total cross section.
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3. Track resolution

The ine�ciency due to �nite resolutions in the track measurement was evaluated by using
Monte-Carlo event simulations. A program including the full electroweak order-� correction,
coded by Fujimoto and Shimizu (FS program) [28], was mainly used for event generation.
The generated events were passed through a simple detector simulation, where the polar
angle (cot �) and 1=pt of the muons were smeared according to the known resolutions, as-
suming Gaussian distributions. The acollinearity angle distribution after the smearing is
compared with that of the candidate events in Fig. 5. The simulation well reproduces the
data at large angles relevant to the selection.

As a result of the smearing, some signal events go out of the selection criteria, and some
non-signal events come into the criteria. In order to simplify the discussion, we de�ne the
e�ciency to be the ratio of the number of candidate events after smearing to the number of
signal events.

From this study, we found that the ine�ciency due to the cot � resolution is very small,
(0:13 � 0:03)%. The e�ects of possible shifts in the angle measurement, j�cot �= cot �j <
1:3� 10�3 or j�cot �j < 10�3 [11], were found to be even smaller, less than 0.1%, and able
to be ignored in all bins.

This simulation was found to be insu�cient for studying the momentum resolution ef-
fects. We observed a substantial de�cit of the simulation in the momentum spectrum at
low momenta near to the threshold. The improvement was not signi�cant even if we used
another event generator, koralz [30], including multi-photon emission. The discrepancy
is, therefore, considered to have been caused by a non-Gaussian response of the momentum
measurement.

Figure 6 shows the momentum spectrum for the lower-momentum tracks (plower) relevant
to the momentum cut. In this plot, the momentum cut was lowered to Ebeam=4, in order to
look at the behavior around and below the threshold. The simulation spectrum was obtained
by using koralz, together with a full detector simulator in which the track-distance depen-
dence of the CDC resolution is simulated. Although this simulation reasonably reproduces
a non-Gaussian behavior around the peak, it is not enough to explain the tail extending
below the threshold. Any e�ect missing in the simulation, such as X-ray background from
the beams, would have a�ected the measurement. By the way, the excess of data is small
below the threshold, and the spectrum at very low momenta, plower=Ebeam

<� 1=3, is in good
agreement with the expected background contribution.

We estimated the ine�ciency due to this tail from the di�erence between the data and
the simulation (including the background) below the threshold, 0:25 � plower=Ebeam < 0:5.
Adding the ine�ciency from the koralz simulation (0:12%), we estimated the ine�ciency
due to the momentum cut to be (0:64�0:33)%. We assigned an additional overall systematic
error of 0.26% to this estimate. This error, which corresponds to one half of the observed
di�erence at low momenta, was added because some part of the di�erence may be due to
higher-order e�ects still missing in koralz.

It should be noted that in Fig. 6 we have chosen a distribution which enhances the
di�erence between the data and the simulation, in order to make the small di�erence visible.
We can realize that the di�erence is very small if we chose another distribution, the 1=p
spectrum, shown in Fig. 7. The excess of data near to the threshold in Fig. 6 corresponds
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to a shallow tail at around Ebeam=p = 2. The selection of the lower-momentum tracks is an
additional bias leading to the enhancement. Together with a slight di�erence in the non-
Gaussian behavior around the peak, this selection generates a shift of the peak position,
which we can see in Fig. 6. We cannot �nd such a shift in the unbiased 1=p spectrum in
Fig. 7.

It should also be worth noticing that we can also see a tail in the small 1=p side in Fig. 7.
This tail should extend below 1=p = 0 and cause charge misidenti�cation. Since, ignoring
the photon-radiation e�ect, the 1=p spectrum should be symmetric with respect to the peak,
the number of the signal events in the region 1=p > 2 should be approximately the same as
that in 1=p < 0. Therefore, the fact that the ine�ciency estimated here is nearly the same
as the ine�ciency due to charge misidenti�cation is evidence for the reliability of the above
estimation.

4. Multi-track events

The signal events may have been discarded if additional tracks were produced from the
conversion of photons emitted in association with muon-pair production. The corresponding
ine�ciency was studied by using a muon-pair sample collected with a looser requirement
on the number of tracks. We required that the events should include two or more tracks,
and at least one of the pairs of these tracks should satisfy the requirements in the standard
selection. The selected sample contained 56 multi-track (Ntrack � 3) events, in addition to
the 4484 events in the standard sample. There was no event that contained more than two
high-momentum tracks.

We visually inspected these multi-track events, and found that 39 events among them
were obviously muon-pair events associated with converted photons. In these events, clear
muon-chamber hits were observed around the extrapolation of high-momentum tracks, and
additional low-momentum tracks seemed to be electrons from the LG response. The iden-
ti�cation was ambiguous for the rest of the events (17 events), though some of them looked
like contamination from other processes, such as tau-pairs and �+��+hadrons events. From
these observations, we conservatively estimated that the loss due to the tight requirement
on the number of tracks was 47:5 � 8:5 events. This corresponds to a signal ine�ciency of
(1:1� 0:2)%.

5. TOF e�ciency

The main reason for the TOF ine�ciency was the gaps between the counters. Since the
fraction of gaps was about 3% of the whole coverage, the event ine�ciency due to them
is estimated to be about 6%, naively. It is one of the dominant corrections in the present
measurement. The ine�ciency was carefully studied by using real data, because the response
to those muons passing near to the edges of the counters is ambiguous.

Bhabha-scattering events have been used by many experiments to study the TOF-counter
e�ciency. However, for the same reason as in the study of the tracking e�ciency, estimates
based on them may not be appropriate for muon-pair events. Actually, we obtained an event
ine�ciency of 2% from Bhabha-scattering events. This is obviously smaller than the naive
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estimate. The interactions of the electrons in the detector materials would have increased
the e�ciency.

As has been described, trigger-condition (iii) did not require any TOF hits, and about
65% of the muon-pair candidates were triggered by this mode as well as conditions (i) and
(ii). Those events triggered by this mode are, therefore, suitable for studying the TOF
e�ciency. The sample events were selected from the preselection sample. The standard
muon-pair selection, except for the requirement on the TOF information, was then applied
to them.

Since TOF matching was not required, the sample had a large contamination from cosmic
rays. In order to reduce them, we required that both tracks were reconstructed with good
quality; Naxial � 16, Nstereo � 7, jRminj � 0:2 cm and the reduced �2 be smaller than 4.0 in
both x-y and z reconstructions. Finally, the z vertex of the event (zevt) was required to be
in the range �4:0 � zevt � 5:0 cm. Although these requirements are tighter than those in
the standard selection, they are loose enough to accept muon-pair events.

A total of 2531 events were selected from the whole preselection sample. The contami-
nation of cosmic-ray events was estimated to be 47 � 7 events, from the number of events
rejected by the zevt cut. The TOF-hit association was examined for the selected events. We
found that one of the tracks was not connected to any TOF hit in 125 events. There was no
event in which both tracks missed the hits. From this result, we estimate the event ine�-
ciency due to the lack of the TOF-hit connection to be (4:94� 0:43)%. The contamination
of cosmic rays can be ignored, because there was no enhancement of them in the ine�cient
events.

This result is consistent with the naive estimate. Small tilts of the tracks due to the
bend by the magnetic �eld would have slightly reduced the gap e�ect. For a con�rmation,
we investigated the expected injection points to the TOF counters for the tracks that were
not connected to TOF hits. We found that the injection points were all concentrated around
the counter boundaries.

Even if the tracks were connected to TOF hits, events were rejected if the TOF di�erence
exceeded the selection criterion, j�tTOFj � 5 nsec. This may happen if either hit was
a�ected by accidental hits of X rays or cosmic rays preceding the muon hits. This e�ect was
investigated by using those events in which both tracks were connected to TOF hits in the
above sample. The cosmic-ray contamination was further reduced by requiring that at least
one of the tracks was connected to a TOF hit with a good timing quantity; the measured
time was required to be within 1.0 nsec from that expected from the track path length.

Among 2369 events which remained after the selection, eight events did not satisfy the
j�tTOFj requirement. From the zevt distribution, the remaining cosmic-ray contamination
was estimated to be 6:2 � 2:5 events. The number of large j�tTOFj events is consistent
with this value. The ine�ciency for the muon-pair events was estimated from the di�erence
between these results to be (0:08� 0:16)%.

If the large j�tTOFj is caused by any accidental coincidence, similar e�ects must also
be seen in Bhabha-scattering events. The j�tTOFj distribution for a sample of Bhabha-
scattering events is overwritten in Fig. 3. We can see a good agreement with the distribu-
tion for the muon-pair events. The ine�ciency estimated from the Bhabha-event spectrum
(0.12%) is in good agreement with the above estimate.

The total ine�ciency due to the TOF requirements is then estimated to be (5:02�0:46)%.
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We did not observe any signi�cant cos �-dependence in this ine�ciency.

6. LG-energy cut

In the de�nition of the signal events, we did not impose any explicit constraint on the
photon radiation, in order to avoid theoretical ambiguities associated with it. As a drawback,
we have to account for the rejection of the signal events by the condition ELG � 5 GeV to
be a source of ine�ciency.

This ine�ciency was studied by using a sample of muon-pair events, identi�ed from the
muon-chamber information instead of the LG energy. We required that both tracks were
identi�ed as muons, with the association of at least three muon-chamber hits around the
extrapolation of each track. The other criteria for the selection were the same as those in
the standard selection. We examined the LG energy in the selected events, and found that
(4:80�0:35)% of the events were to be rejected by the LG-energy cut. This estimate cannot
be adopted for the correction directly, since the production angle of the used events was
limited to j cos �j <� 0:6, because of the limited coverage of the muon chambers.

Along with the above study, we carried out a simulation study using the FS program. The
energy of photons within the acceptance of LG was smeared according to the measurement
resolution. The LG response to muons was simulated so that the single-muon response
should be reasonably reproduced. An exponential tail extending to higher energies from
the muon peak, possibly due to the delta-ray emission by muons, was also simulated. The
ine�ciency due to the LG-energy cut was estimated to be 4:56% from this simulation. This
is in good agreement with the estimate based on data.

The simulated LG-energy spectrum is compared with that for the candidate events in
Fig. 8. We can see that the muon contribution, including the tail, is overwhelmed by hard-
photon radiations at high energies around the cut. The simulation is in excellent agreement
with the data there. From this simulation, we found that the dependence of the ine�ciency
on the muon-pair production angle is not signi�cant, less than �0:2% over the acceptance.

For the correction of the data, we adopt the estimate from data, (4:80 � 0:35)%, to all
angular bins. The error is considered to be an overall ambiguity. We assign an additional
bin-by-bin error of 0.2%, in order to take into account possible angular dependence allowed
by the simulation result. The e�ect of the photon radiation should be forward-backward
symmetric, since the radiation does not depend on the sign of the charges of the particles.
The bin-by-bin error is therefore assumed to have a full positive correlation between the
bins having the same j cos �j.

7. Event trigger

All of the selected muon-pair candidates were found to be triggered by trigger-condition
(i). This trigger was generated from the CDC track information provided by the track �nder
(TF) and the hit pattern of the TOF counters. The e�ciency relevant to the TOF hits has
already been evaluated. The subject in this subsection is to evaluate the e�ciency of the
other parts, TF and additional circuits for trigger generation.
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The e�ciency concerning the trigger-generation circuit was investigated by using the
event sample that had been used to study the TOF e�ciency, for which trigger (iii) was
issued and both tracks were associated with TOF hits. We found that trigger (i) was issued
in all 2531 events. Since the trigger-generation circuits were independent of each other for
these triggers, we can estimate the ine�ciency to be smaller than 0.1%. This is small and
can be ignored, compared to other ine�ciencies.

The e�ciency of TF was estimated by using a sample of clean Bhabha events. Since
only the behavior of particles in the tracking volume of CDC is relevant to the TF perfor-
mance, the di�erence between the muons and the electrons is expected to be insigni�cant if
appropriately clean events are selected. We required the same criteria that had been applied
to the sample events for studying the j�tTOFj e�ciency, except for the requirements on the
event trigger and the LG energy. Instead of the excluded criteria, we required that the
events were triggered by the LG total-energy trigger and had large energy deposits in LG,
ELG � 0:8

p
s.

Since at least two LG segment-sum signals exceed the threshold in these events, the
fraction of those events in which trigger (iii) was simultaneously issued gives an estimate of
the TF e�ciency. From this study, the ine�ciency was found to be (0:19�0:02)%. The main
reason for the ine�ciency was found to be the existence of a dead CDC channel in a relatively
less redundant part in the preloaded trigger pattern of TF. Some part of the ine�ciency
was due to an instability of one of the TF channels which had not been recognized during
the experiment. In any case, the observed ine�ciency is very small. We assign a common
ine�ciency of 0.19% to all cos � bins and ignore the error.

D. Consistency between the data samples

The consistency between data samples, from which the muon-pair events and the small-
angle Bhabha scattering events used for the luminosity measurement were selected, is not
trivial. The muon-pair preselection sample was obtained after several steps of the selection
procedure. On the other hand, the Bhabha-scattering events were selected in a semi-online
analysis, carried out in parallel to the data acquisition. We need to apply additional correc-
tions, if any serious mistakes were made in these processes.

The consistency was examined by comparing large-angle Bhabha scattering events. These
events were simultaneously selected in the semi-online analysis, and remained in the muon-
pair preselection. However, the comparison could not be done directly because of the ex-
istence of a slight incompatibility in the event analysis, mainly due to options in the CDC
track reconstruction.

The comparison was mediated by another preselection sample from which the �nal sam-
ple of large-angle Bhabha scattering events was selected, because full event data were not
available as the result of the semi-online analysis. The consistency between the two pres-
election samples was tested by applying additional selections to both of them, so that the
selection conditions, including the track-reconstruction options, should become exactly iden-
tical. The comparison between the Bhabha preselection sample and the data passed through
the semi-online analysis was straightforward, because the selection conditions for large-angle
Bhabha events were identical in these two procedures.
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The studies were carried out by checking the event-by-event matching. As a result, we
found a certain inconsistency between the samples. The inconsistency was apparently due to
mistakes in the selection processes; some runs have been dropped from one of the samples,
and some from another. However, the inconsistency was found to be very small, less than
0.05% of the whole data. Thus, we do not apply any correction for it.

E. Result

The individual estimates of the background contamination were summed to obtain the
total bin-by-bin contamination (Nbkg

i ). The estimates of the ine�ciency were �rst converted
to their supplements, partial e�ciencies; then, their product was calculated to obtain the
bin-by-bin e�ciency ("i). These results are listed in Table I, where the obtained bin-by-bin
e�ciency is shown in terms of the ine�ciency (1� "i).

The number of candidates (Ni) was converted to the binned signal cross section (�signali )
according to the formula,

�signali =
Ni �Nbkg

i

"iL
; (3)

where L is the integrated luminosity. The result is shown in Table I. The quoted error
includes the error of the luminosity, as well as those from the data statistics and the correc-
tions. The correlation matrix for the error, the non-dimensional element of the error matrix,
is given in Table II.

From a sum of the binned cross section, the backward (cos � < 0) and forward (cos � > 0)
cross sections for the signal events are obtained as:

�signalB = 11:09� 0:26 pb;

�signalF = 6:59� 0:20 pb; (4)

with the error correlation of 0.113. This result can be converted to the total cross section
and the forward-backward (FB) asymmetry, according to the following de�nition:

� = �F + �B; AFB =
�F � �B
�F + �B

: (5)

The result is:

�signal = 17:69� 0:35 pb;

Asignal
FB = �0:254� 0:017: (6)

The error correlation is small, �0:011, in this result.
In Eq. (6), the total cross section has been measured with a precision of 2.0%. Among

various sources of the error, dominating is the data statistics (1.5%). Others are 0.9% from
the uncertainty in the e�ciency and another 0.9% from the luminosity measurement. The
contribution of the uncertainty in the background contamination is very small (0.12%). The
error of the FB asymmetry is also dominated by the data statistics, 0.014 out of 0.017.
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Another 0.01 mainly originates from the uncertainty in the angular dependence of the e�-
ciency.

It should be noted that the measurement results obtained in this section are indepen-
dent of any models or theories describing the reaction. Some of the corrections have been
estimated using simulations based on the standard theory. However, the dependence on the
theory can be ignored, since these corrections are very small. The dominant corrections
were determined based on analyses of real events.

V. DISCUSSIONS

A. Comparison with the standard electroweak theory

The prediction of the standard electroweak theory was calculated using the computer
program alibaba [20]. This program is a semi-analytical calculation, including photon-
radiation corrections up to �2 leading-log terms, as well as internal electroweak corrections.
This is the same program that has been used for determining the luminosity. Although the
main purpose of alibaba is to calculate the Bhabha scattering cross section, it can reliably
evaluate other fermion-pair productions by switching o� the t-channel contributions. The
precision of the calculation is expected to be better than 1% for the muon-pair production at
our energy. An additional advantage of this program is that it can calculate the prediction
under the same condition that we have adopted for the de�nition of signal events.

alibaba gives the total cross section and the forward-backward (FB) asymmetry for the
signal events, de�ned by Eq. (5), as:

�signal = 18:07 pb; Asignal
FB = �0:258; (7)

for the input Z0, top-quark, and Higgs-boson masses of 91.19, 174, and 300 GeV/c2, re-
spectively. This is to be compared with the experimental result of Eq. (6). We can see
that the result of the present measurement has the same trend that has been observed in
measurements at lower energies; that is, the total cross section tends to be smaller than the
prediction, while the FB asymmetry is in good agreement [9,10]. However, the di�erence in
the total cross section is only 1.1-times the estimated error in the present result. As for the
FB asymmetry, the agreement is very good. The di�erence is only 0.2-times the error.

The binned cross section given by alibaba is listed in the last column of Table I, and
compared with the experimental result in Fig. 9. We cannot �nd any apparent di�erence.
The �2 is evaluated to be 5.15 for 6 degrees of freedom, from the error in Table I together
with the correlation matrix in Table II. Namely, the experimental result and the prediction
are in good agreement.

Comparisons were also made with other programs based on the standard electroweak
theory, zfitter [33] and koralz [30]. They are expected to have a precision comparable
to alibaba. The results are summarized in Table III. In the calculation with zfitter,
the explicit angular-acceptance cut can be applied to either �� or �+, while the other
constraints in our signal de�nition can be directly imposed. The correction corresponding
to this di�erence was estimated using alibaba and applied to the experimental result. The
corrected results are denoted by the superscript ZF in Table III.
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On the other hand, we can impose any constraints to koralz, since it is an event
generator. The calculation was done for both our signal de�nition and the ZF de�nition.
However, the comparison is done only for the total cross section, because koralz does not
include the interference between the photon radiations from the initial state and the �nal
state. The interference results in a shift of about 0.02 in the FB asymmetry in the order-�
correction for our condition.

The theoretical predictions are in very good agreement with each other, except for a
small, but appreciable, di�erence between zfitter and the others in the total cross section.
The discrepancy between alibaba and zfitter has been known for long time [33]. Because
the agreement between alibaba and koralz is quite good, this di�erence is likely to be due
to a certain inaccuracy in zfitter. An over-simpli�cation of the radiator function might
be the reason. By the way, the di�erence (0.8%) is smaller than the experimental error and
the theoretical predictions are all consistent with the experimental result.

B. E�ective-Born cross section

The cross sections of reactions in e+e� collisions can be described with e�ective-Born
(EB) cross sections representing short-range hard interactions, and photon-radiation correc-
tions applied to them by convolution [20,33]. In the present measurement, the contribution
of the radiation of highly energetic photons is e�ectively suppressed by the constraints on the
produced muons. Furthermore, the EB cross section is not expected to have any apparent
structure near to the c.m. energy. In such a case, the convolution can be approximated by
a factorized correction as

� = (1 + �rad)�EB; (8)

where �EB denotes the e�ective-Born cross section and � is the cross section to be measured.
The measured signal cross section (�signali ) was converted to the binned EB cross section

(�EBi ) using this approximation. The correction factor �rad was estimated by using alibaba,
as shown in Table IV. From a sum of the obtained EB cross section, we can evaluate the
total cross section and the FB asymmetry for our angular coverage, j cos �j � 0:75, as:

�EB(0:75) = 20:11� 0:39 pb;

AEB
FB(0:75) = �0:280� 0:017; (9)

with the error correlation of �0:011. The predictions from the theoretical calculations are
summarized in Table III. They are in very good agreement with each other and consistent
with the experimental result.

The binned EB cross section was further converted to the di�erential cross section at the
center of the cos � bins (cos �i), according to the formula

d�EBi
d


=
�EBi

2��cos �(1 + �bini )
; (10)

where � cos � is the bin width (= 0:25) and �bini is the correction for the binning e�ect, the
di�erence between the average and the center value. This correction was estimated from the
EB cross section given by alibaba, and found to be very small as shown in Table IV.
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The obtained di�erential cross section is presented in Table IV and plotted in Fig. 10.
Since the EB cross section is relevant to the non-radiative reaction, reaction (1), the di�er-
ential cross section should be described as

d�EB

d

=

�EBTOT
2�

�
3

8

�
1 + cos2 �

�
+ AEB

FB cos �
�
; (11)

if the reaction originates from helicity-conserving interactions only. The parameters �EBTOT
and AEB

FB correspond to the cross section and the FB asymmetry for the full solid angle,
respectively.

Fitting Eq. (11) to the measured di�erential cross section, we obtain the parameters as:

�EBTOT = 30:05� 0:59 pb;

AEB
FB = �0:350� 0:017 : (12)

The error correlation is �0:034. This result is consistent with the prediction from alibaba,
�EBTOT = 30:74 pb and AEB

FB = �0:338, obtained by extrapolating the prediction in Table III to
the full solid angle according to Eq. (11). The result in Eq. (12) corresponds to the quantities
within the acceptance (j cos �j � 0:75) as �EB(0:75) = 20:07 � 0:39 pb and AEB

FB(0:75) =
�0:295� 0:014. This is in good agreement with the result from the sum of the binned cross
sections, Eq. (9). This agreement indicates the validity of the assumption of Eq. (11).

Up to here, we have compared the result from the present measurement with the predic-
tion of the standard electroweak theory from various aspects, and found reasonable agree-
ment between them. The agreement has been con�rmed not only in the global behavior, the
total cross section and the FB asymmetry, but also in the more-detailed production-angle
distribution. In the following subsections we examine the sensitivity of the measurement
to the underlying physics by introducing some extensions from the standard theory. The
sensitivity is evaluated in terms of the constraints to the extensions.

C. S-matrix method

The S-matrix method [34] has been proposed as one of the most general ways in model-
independent approaches to evaluate the validity of the standard theory. The measurable
quantities are described with phenomenological parameters, independent of the constraints
from the standard theory. In the simplest parametrization of the S-matrix method, the total
cross section and the FB asymmetry are described as:

�EBTOT =
4

3
��2

(
rtot
s

+
srtot + (s�m2

Z)jtot

(s�m2
Z)

2 +m2
Z�

2

Z

)
;

�EBFB = ��2

(
rfb
s
+

srfb + (s�m2
Z)jfb

(s�m2
Z)

2 +m2
Z�

2

Z

)
; (13)

and AEB
FB = �EBFB=�

EB
TOT. The resonance parameters are given by the Z0 mass and width

in the standard de�nition as mZ = mZ � 34 MeV and �Z = �Z � 1 MeV. The r and r
parameters represent the direct contribution of the photon and Z0 exchanges, respectively,
and the interference between them is described by the j parameters.
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If the standard theory is valid, the parameters for the muon-pair production can be
described as:

rtot =

 
�(s)

�

!2

; rfb = 0;

rtot =
�
�Z

�

�2
(a2` + v2` )

2; rfb = 4
�
�Z

�

�2
a2`v

2
` ;

jtot = 2
�(s)

�

�Z

�
v2` ; jfb = 2

�(s)

�

�Z

�
a2` ; (14)

based on the improved-Born approximation [35]. The parameter �(s) is the so-called running
QED coupling, and �(s)=� = 1:059 at

p
s = 57:77 GeV. The parameter �Z is given as

�Z

�
=

m2
Z

4A0

� (15)

with A0 = (37:28 GeV)2. The � parameter is 1.010 if the correction due to the large
top-quark mass (174 GeV/c2) is taken into account. The e�ective axial-vector and vector
coupling parameters for charged leptons are given as:

a` = �1
2
; v` = a` + 2 sin2 �e�W : (16)

Using these relations, Eq. (13) gives the total cross section and the FB asymmetry as �EBTOT =
30:77 pb and AEB

FB = �0:339, for mZ = 91:19 GeV/c2, �Z = 2:50 GeV and sin2 �e�W = 0:232.
They are in good agreement with the prediction of alibaba.

Among many parameters in the S-matrix method, those for the photon exchange (r)
are well known from low-energy experiments and phenomenological calculations. The Z0-
exchange interactions have been precisely measured by experiments in the resonance region,
and good agreement with the standard theory has been established. Measurements at TRIS-
TAN energies are expected to be sensitive to the interference between them. Therefore, it
must be reasonable to assume the values from the standard theory, given by Eq. (14), for
the r and r parameters. Under this assumption, the result in Eq. (12) can be converted to
the j parameters as:

jtot = 0:046� 0:034; jfb = 0:807� 0:042; (17)

with the error correlation of �0:409. This result is to be compared with the standard-theory
values from Eq. (14) of jtot = 0:004 and jfb = 0:799.

Similar measurements on the S-matrix parameters have been carried out by LEP exper-
iments, by including their new data at energies beyond the Z0 resonance [36]. The ALEPH
group at LEP has obtained another constraint using �+�� events, mainly accumulated
around the Z0 peak [37]. This measurement is sensitive to the reaction at c.m. energies
below the peak where the Z0 exchange is dominant. These measurements, including ours,
are complementary to each other, since they are concerned with the reaction in qualitatively
di�erent energy regions.
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D. Contact interaction

The sensitivity to the underlying physics can also be evaluated by introducing new in-
teractions. Here we examine the hypothesis of contact interactions proposed by Eichten et
al. [27]. In this model, new interactions are assumed to be described by direct couplings
between helicity-conserving fermion currents.

It is convenient to use helicity amplitudes, when we consider only those interactions
conserving the fermion helicity. The amplitudes for the muon-pair production can be written
as

Aij(s) = �(s)qeq� + �Zg
e
i g

�
j �(s) (18)

in the standard theory, where i and j denote the helicity (L or R) of the initial-state electron
current and the �nal-state muon current, respectively. The parameters �(s) and �Z are given
previously. The parameters qe and q� are the electric charges; both are �1 in this case. The
chiral couplings to Z0 are given by the e�ective couplings in Eq. (16) as:

g`L = v` + a`; g`R = v` � a`; (19)

for both ` = e and �. The resonance function is given as

�(s) =
s

s�m2
Z + is�Z=mZ

; (20)

using the s-dependent width.
The di�erential cross section is described as

d�

d

=

1

16s

n
(jALLj2 + jARRj2)(1 + cos �)2 + (jALRj2 + jARLj2)(1� cos �)2

o
: (21)

Thus, the total cross section and the FB asymmetry are given as:

�TOT =
�

3s

�
jALLj2 + jARRj2 + jALRj2 + jARLj2

�
;

�FB =
�

4s

�
jALLj2 + jARRj2 � jALRj2 � jARLj2

�
; (22)

and AFB = �FB=�TOT.
The contact interactions of Eichten et al. can be introduced by adding the term,

Acont
ij (s) = �ij"s; (23)

to Eq. (18), where " is de�ned by the contact-interaction scale � as

" = � 1

(��)2
: (24)

We can obtain the constraints on ", by �tting Eq. (22) to the experimental result of Eq. (12).
The results are shown in Table V for typical coupling cases. See elsewhere [27,38] for the
de�nition of the couplings. The results are compared with those from a combined �t by
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Kroha [38], including data from experiments at PEP and PETRA colliders and early VENUS
data, and the recent results from the OPAL experiment at LEP based on their data up to
161 GeV [39]. In most cases, our results show the best sensitivity, i.e., the smallest error for
". The combined results, obtained from a weighted average, are also presented in Table V.

It should be noticed that the result by Kroha shows a relatively large deviation from
the null contribution in the V V -coupling case. The signi�cance is about two standard
deviations. This result corresponds to the trend in the measurements at PETRA. The
present measurement does not support such a large deviation.

The constraints on " can be converted to lower limits on the contact-interaction scale �.
The limits at the 95% con�dence level (C.L.), obtained according to the de�nition given by
Eq. (29) in Ref. [11], are presented in Table VI for the results from the present measurement
and the combined results.

E. Neutral-scalar exchange

In the previous discussions, we considered only those interactions which conserve the
helicity of the fermions. Such interactions necessarily lead to di�erential cross sections
described in the form of Eq. (11). They are characterized by only two parameters, �TOT
and AFB. Interactions which do not conserve the fermion helicity result in di�erent angular
distributions. One of the simplest examples for such interactions is the exchange of a heavy
neutral-scalar (pseudoscalar) boson.

The muon-pair production via a neutral-scalar exchange leads to an isotropic distribution
of the �nal-state muons. The di�erential cross section can be described as

d�S
d


=
�S
4�

=
s

m2
S

�ee���

(s�m2
S)

2 + (mS�S)2
; (25)

where mS and �S are the mass and the total decay width of the scalar boson, respectively.
The partial decay width to the `+`� pair is written as �``.

The cross section to be observed is the sum of Eq. (11) and Eq. (25), because of the
absence of the interference. We can obtain the constraint on the scalar-exchange cross
section (�S), by �tting the sum to the measured di�erential cross section in Table IV. Using
the standard-theory predictions from alibaba, �EBTOT = 30:74 pb and AEB

FB = �0:338, we
obtain a constraint as

�S = �0:60� 0:48 pb: (26)

This result can be converted to an upper limit of 0.63 pb at the 95% C.L., according to the
de�nition used for the limits on the contact interaction. If we assume that the c.m. energy
is out of the resonance region, this cross-section limit can be converted to the limits on the
partial decay widths as �ee��� < (22 MeV)2 for mS = 70 GeV/c2, and �ee��� < (48 MeV)2

for mS = 80 GeV/c2.
Possible contributions of neutral-scalar bosons, with the mass within or around the en-

ergy coverage, were investigated in our previous studies, for the reactions e+e� ! hadrons
[40] and e+e� ! e+e� and  [41]. These studies lead to negative results and set constraints
on the scalar-boson couplings. A constraint for heavier cases has been obtained from a study
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of Bhabha scattering [11]. Studies for the scalar bosons within our energy coverage were
also carried out by other groups at TRISTAN [42,43]. The study by the TOPAZ group [43]
included the reaction e+e� ! �+��. The present result adds supplementary information to
the results obtained thus far.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The reaction e+e� ! �+�� was measured at
p
s = 57:77 GeV using the VENUS detector

at TRISTAN. A total of 4484 events were identi�ed from 289:6� 2:6 pb�1 data, within the
angular acceptance of j cos �j � 0:75.

The production cross section was measured according to the de�nition of signal events
that j cos ��+;�� j � 0:75, p�+;�� � Ebeam=2 and �acol � 10�. The measurement result is
independent of any theories and models describing the reaction, since corrections depending
on them, such as those for photon-radiation e�ects and angular extrapolations, are not
applied.

The cross section measured in bins of the production angle is presented in Table I.
The error correlation between the bins was treated in the form of an error matrix. The
correlation matrix for the error of the result in Table I is presented in Table II. The total
cross section and the forward-backward (FB) asymmetry for the signal events were obtained
as �signal = 17:69� 0:35 pb and Asignal

FB = �0:254 � 0:017, respectively.
The model-independent result was found to be consistent with predictions from computer

programs based on the standard electroweak theory (alibaba, zfitter and koralz). The
consistency was con�rmed not only in the global behavior, �signal and Asignal

FB , but also in the
direct comparison of the binned cross section.

The trend in the measurements at lower energies, that the total cross section is smaller
than the standard-theory prediction while the FB asymmetry is in good agreement, remains
in the present result. However, the observed discrepancy in the total cross section is only
1.1-times the measurement error. It should be reminded that the discrepancy at lower
energies can be recognized only in the combined results of many experiments. There may
be unaccounted correlations between the measurements. Thus, these observations are not
enough to emphasize the presence of the discrepancy.

The binned cross section was converted to the di�erential cross section in the e�ective-
Born (EB) scheme, using the estimate of the photon-radiation e�ects from alibaba. From a
�t to the result, the total cross section and the FB asymmetry extrapolated to the full solid
angle were evaluated as �EBTOT = 30:05 � 0:59 pb and AEB

FB = �0:350 � 0:017, respectively,
under the assumption that the reaction originates from helicity-conserving interactions only.

The obtained EB cross section was used to set constraints on possible extensions of the
standard theory. The interference parameters in the simplest S-matrix parametrization were
determined as jtot = 0:046 � 0:034 and jfb = 0:807 � 0:042, assuming the standard-theory
values for the direct contributions of the photon and Z0 exchanges.

Constraints were also evaluated for the contact interactions introduced by Eichten et al.
The lower limit on the energy scale of the interaction was obtained to be 2 � 6 TeV at the
95% C.L., depending on the assumed coupling. The present measurement shows the best
sensitivity among measurements carried out so far, for most of the typical combinations of
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the coupling. Combined constraints were also evaluated. The results are presented in Tables
V and VI.

Possible contributions of heavy neutral-scalar exchanges were examined using the dif-
ferential EB cross section. The contribution was found to be smaller than 0.63 pb at
the 95% C.L. This limit corresponds to the constraints on the partial decay widths, as
�ee��� < (22 MeV)2 for the scalar-boson mass of 70 GeV/c2, and �ee��� < (48 MeV)2 for
80 GeV/c2.
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TABLES

TABLE I. Primary model-independent result of the present measurement. The number of

muon-pair candidates is subdivided into angular bins (Ni), according to the cosine of the produc-

tion angle of �� (cos �). The number of events is converted to the cross section for the signal events

(�signali ), using the estimated background contamination (Nbkg
i ) and detection e�ciency ("i), to-

gether with the integrated luminosity determined from small-angle Bhabha scattering. The error

of �signali includes the error from the data statistics, as well as those from the corrections and the

luminosity determination. The correlation matrix for the error is shown in Table II. The prediction

of the standard electroweak theory, obtained from alibaba, is presented in the last column.

Bin cos � Ni N
bkg
i 1� "i (%) �

signal
i (pb) alibaba (pb)

1 �0:75 � �0:50 1187 11:7� 2:0 13:5� 1:5 4:69� 0:16 4.77

2 �0:50 � �0:25 915 8:8� 2:4 13:6� 1:6 3:62� 0:14 3.72

3 �0:25 � 0:0 712 7:5� 1:6 12:6� 1:9 2:78� 0:12 2.87

4 0:0 � 0:25 602 7:6� 1:5 16:7� 2:4 2:46� 0:12 2.34

5 0:25 � 0:50 524 6:1� 1:4 12:9� 2:1 2:05� 0:10 2.13

6 0:50 � 0:75 544 14:0 � 2:1 11:8� 1:9 2:08� 0:10 2.23

TABLE II. Correlation matrix for the error of the signal cross section (�signali ) presented in

Table I. This matrix is also relevant to the error of the di�erential cross section (d�EBi =d
) in

Table IV.

Bin 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 1 0.080 0.076 0.052 0.056 0.060

2 1 0.074 0.041 0.050 0.050

3 1 0.005 0.029 0.035

4 1 0.060 0.055

5 1 0.046

6 1
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TABLE III. Summary of the total cross section and the forward-backward asymmetry, within

the angular acceptance of j cos �j � 0:75. The measurement results, obtained from the sum of

the binned cross sections, are compared with the predictions from computer programs based on

the standard electroweak theory (alibaba, zfitter and koralz). The comparison is made for

the quantities in the signal de�nition of the present measurement, as well as those in the zfit-

ter-like de�nition (ZF) and in the e�ective-Born scheme (EB). See the text for the de�nitions.

The measurement results are converted to the ZF and EB quantities, using correction factors given

by alibaba. The statistical error of the koralz results is smaller than 0.02 pb.

Measurement alibaba zfitter koralz

�signal (pb) 17:69 � 0:35 18:07 18:08

Asignal
FB �0:254� 0:017 �0:258

�ZF (pb) 17:86 � 0:35 18:25 18:10 18:26

AZF
FB �0:256� 0:017 �0:260 �0:262

�EB(0.75) (pb) 20:11� 0:39 20:54 20:54 20:56

AEB
FB(0.75) �0:280� 0:017 �0:284 �0:284

TABLE IV. Di�erential cross section in the e�ective-Born scheme. The binned cross section

(�signali ) in Table I was converted to the di�erential cross section (d�EBi =d
) at the center of the

bins (cos �i), using the photon-radiation (QED) correction (�radi ) and the correction for the binning

e�ect (�bini ), estimated by using alibaba. The error correlation shown in Table II is also relevant

to this result.

Bin cos �i �radi �bini d�EBi =d
 (pb/str)

1 �0:625 �0:155 0.0027 3:52� 0:12

2 �0:375 �0:129 0.0035 2:64� 0:10

3 �0:125 �0:121 0.0046 2:01� 0:09

4 0:125 �0:107 0.0058 1:75� 0:09

5 0:375 �0:085 0.0065 1:42� 0:07

6 0:625 �0:071 0.0063 1:41� 0:07
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TABLE V. Constraints on the contact-interaction parameter ". The best �t values are shown

with one standard-deviation errors. The constraints are evaluated for typical combinations of the

initial-state and �nal-state helicities. The results from the present measurement are presented,

together with those from a combined �t by Kroha [38], including previous measurements at PEP,

PETRA and TRISTAN, and with recent results from the OPAL experiment at LEP [39]. The

combined results, obtained from a weighted average, are also presented.

" (TeV�2)

LL RR LR V V AA

This expt. �0:106� 0:082 �0:097� 0:074 �0:057� 0:069 �0:031� 0:023 �0:009� 0:029

Kroha �0:155� 0:095 �0:148� 0:093 �0:072� 0:095 �0:074� 0:038 �0:018� 0:030

OPAL 0:051+0:073�0:074 0:054+0:079�0:082 0:103+0:078�0:088 0:034+0:030�0:030 �0:006+0:036�0:035

Combined �0:053� 0:048 �0:060 � 0:047 �0:017 � 0:047 �0:020� 0:016 �0:011� 0:018

TABLE VI. Lower limits of the contact-interaction scale � at the 95% C.L., corresponding

to the constraints on " in Table V. The limits were evaluated for the results from the present

measurement and for the combined results.

95%-C.L. limit of � (TeV)

LL RR LR V V AA

+ � + � + � + � + �
This expt. 3.1 2.0 3.2 2.1 3.1 2.4 5.9 3.8 4.4 4.0

Combined 3.9 2.7 4.0 2.6 3.5 3.1 6.9 4.6 5.9 4.8
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FIG. 1. Quadrant cross section of the upgraded VENUS detector. The edge of the angular

acceptance is indicated with a line.
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FIG. 2. Comparison between the results of bhlum2 and alibaba for the small-angle Bhabha

scattering. The di�erence in the total cross section is plotted as a function of the lower angle-cut

(�min) in the signal de�nition. The �lled circle corresponds to our de�nition.
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FIG. 3. Distribution of the ight-time di�erence between the two tracks, j�tTOFj. The j�tTOFj
cut was excluded to make the plot. We can see a good separation between the muon-pair events

(small j�tTOFj) and cosmic-ray events (j�tTOFj >� 10 nsec). The arrow indicates the cut in the

event selection. The histogram shows the distribution for Bhabha-scattering events normalized to

the muon-pair candidates.
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FIG. 4. Distribution of the event vertex along the beam direction for the muon-pair candidates.

The curve shows the �t by a Gaussian distribution, having a standard deviation of 1.0 cm. The

distribution shows the pro�le of the interaction point. The measurement resolution is better than

the observed spread. The dashed histogram shows the distribution for cosmic-ray events, collected

with the condition, j�tTOFj > 8 nsec.
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FIG. 5. Distribution of the acollinearity angle between the two tracks. The simulation (his-

togram) is compared with the candidate events (plot). The requirement on the acollinearity angle

is loosened, in order to look at the behavior around the cut, indicated with the arrow. The simu-

lation includes the contribution of background, tau-pair and e+e��+�� events, separately shown

with the hatched histogram. The simulation of the muon-pair events, based on the FS program, is

normalized to the total yield of the candidate events.
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FIG. 6. Momentum distribution of the lower-momentum tracks in the muon-pair candidates.

The momentum cut is lowered to Ebeam=4, in order to look at the behavior around and below the

cut in the standard selection indicated with the arrow. The de�nitions of the histograms are the

same as Fig. 5, except that koralz and a full detector simulator are used for the muon-pair events,

intending to reproduce the non-Gaussian behavior in the data distribution.
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FIG. 7. Ebeam=p distribution for the same event sample as used in Fig. 6. The two tracks in

the events are used. The simulations (histograms) are also the same as Fig. 6. The arrow indicates

the cut in the standard selection.
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FIG. 8. LG-energy spectrum for the candidate events. The LG-energy cut is loosened to show

the spectrum around the standard cut indicated with the arrow. The de�nitions of the histograms

are the same as Fig. 5.
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FIG. 9. Measured model-independent cross section for the signal events. The result is binned

according to the cosine of the production angle of ��. The histogram shows the prediction from

alibaba.
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FIG. 10. Measured di�erential cross section in the e�ective-Born scheme. The solid curve

represents the prediction of the standard electroweak theory, given by alibaba. The dashed curve

shows the best �t of the formula de�ned in the text.
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